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ARTICLE
PROTECTION OF TRADITIONAL BIODIVERSITY-RELATED KNOWLEDGE:
ANALYSIS OF PROPOSALS FOR THE ADOPTION OF A SUI GENERIS SYSTEM
Eliana Torelly de Carvalho*
"As indigenous representatives we are important in the process of discussion on the access to
biodiversity and the related traditional knowledge because our lands and territories keep the
most part of the biological diversity in the world, approximately 50%, and it has a great social,
cultural, spiritual and economic value. As traditional indigenous peoples that inhabit different
ecosystems, we have the knowledge of the sustainable management and the use of this biological
biodiversity. This knowledge is collective and it is not merchandise that can be commercialized
as any object in the market. Our knowledge of biodiversity cannot be separated from our
identities, laws, institution, values system and from our cosmologic vision as indigenous
peoples."
-"Sio Luis do Maranhio's Letter"', signed by Brazilian
Indigenous leaders, December 6, 2001
I. INTRODUCTION
April 22, 1500. The Portuguese navigator Pedro Alvares Cabral, leading an expedition of 13 vessels,
arrives in a so-far unexploited land, where today is the Brazilian city of Porto Seguro. The expedition's first
contact with the Tupiniquins Indians occurred on the following day.2 Historians tell us that the Portuguese, as
an expression of their peaceful intents, offered the natives a few items of clothing. In exchange the Indians
offered them some of their garments, made of tropical birds' feathers.3  Later the expedition followed the
original course towards India, while one of the vessels sailed back to Portugal, taking samples of animals, plants
and minerals collected in the new land to the King D. Manuel I.4
May 26, 2002. Chiefs (caciques) and shamans (paj6s) representing fifteen tribes of the Krah6 people, an
indigenous group that inhabits the central part of Brazil, sign a document complaining about the unauthorized
collection of plants associated with their traditional knowledge by a Brazilian university, which was intending
to make a research contract with a pharmaceutical laboratory.5 The Indians petitioned for an immediate end to
LL.M, University of Houston, 2003, Energy, Environment and Natural Resources; J.D., Universidade de Brasilia, Brazil,
1985. The author is a Federal Prosecutor in Brazil since 1993, currently working with environmental issues. Special
thanks to Professor Sanford Gaines for his guidance and insightful comments, as well as to Laspau Institute, Organization
of American States, and University of Houston Law Center, sponsors of the fellowship program that made possible this
research.
'On file, with author.
2 Eduardo Bueno, A Viagem do Descobrimento 90 (Objetiva 1998).
3 id.
'Id. at 110.
Researchers from the Federal University of Sao Paulo, Brazil, signed an agreement with representatives of three out of the eighteen
Kraho tribes in order to obtain the Indians' traditional knowledge on the therapeutic use of plants. The researchers were also trying to
reach an agreement with the pharmaceutical laboratory Ache that would receive the results of their findings. The rest of the tribes felt
outraged by being excluded from the agreement, and demanded compensation. The legal aspects of the Kraho contract are being
analyzed by the Brazilian Federal Public Ministry (Attorney General's Office) in the Process number 1.00.000.003458/2000-73.
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the research in their area, and approximately eight million dollars as recovery for moral damages and
bioprospection fees. This fact became news in the most important Brazilian newspapers, 6 as well as some
American newspapers, such as The Chicago Tribune7 and The Seattle Times.8
What do these two events have in common? Are they chapters of the same old story, or are we
witnessing a crucial moment of evolution and innovation in the relationship of the indigenous peoples with their
former colonizers?
Actually, the issue of protection of traditional biodiversity-related knowledge is a part of history
unfolding under our eyes. But even now, there are still many unanswered questions. One certainty has already
been established: the predominant intellectual property rights regime-based on the Paris Convention, the
Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights Agreement (TRIPS), and U.S. and European
legislation-is not adequate to protect traditional biodiversity-related knowledge. At first glance, it is already
possible to detect the contradiction between the protection of traditional knowledge associated with biodiversity
and the modern legal framework of intellectual property rights. Traditional knowledge of indigenous and local
communities has characteristics that make it unsuitable for protection by ordinary intellectual property rights
laws. In most cases, traditional knowledge is neither attributable to one individual, nor can it be dated, since it
is the result of a work that is passed through generations inside a community. Also, it is usually not
documented in a written form. These characteristics exclude the patentability of traditional knowledge under
the legal regime of the United States.9
The fact that traditional knowledge-especially when associated with biological diversity-is not always
amenable to intellectual property rights protection means that such knowledge is easily susceptible to
appropriation by those individuals who are able to give a legal format to the traditional knowledge, patent
inventions without attributing the origin, or share the benefits with the indigenous or traditional community.
The U.S. patenting of the Indian turmeric plant'o and the South American sacred Ayahuascall plant are
controversial examples of this practice.
The interaction of protection of traditional knowledge related to biodiversity and intellectual property
rights laws requires a totally new approach, to which governments, international organizations, non-profit
organizations, and traditional communities themselves have devoted a considerable amount of effort and time.
The most important initiatives towards the recognition of a protective system for traditional knowledge are
going to be further addressed (part I).
In fact, some indigenous tribes and other traditional communities have organized groups in order to
Information can be obtained at <http://www.pgr.mpf.gov.br/pgr/6camara/principal.html> (click on "fale conosco") (accessed Nov. 14,
2003).
6 Reinaldo Jose Lopes, Universidade Diz Que Nao Pagara Indenizacao a Tribo Indigena Crao, Folha de Sao Paulo A12
(June 28, 2002); Herton Escobar, Impasse Complica Pesquisa de Plantas Medicinais dos Indios Craos, 0 Estado de Sao
Paulo A13 (June 28, 2002).
7 Patrice M. Jones, Biopiracy Opens Old Wounds in Brazil, Chicago Tribune 111 (Aug. 30, 2002).
Patrice M. Jones, Brazilian Tribe Feels Betrayed by Plant Search, Seattle Times C3 (Sept. 16, 2002).
9 See 35 U.S. C. § 112 (2000) which defines the Specification requirements in a Patent Application.
'o U.S. Patent No. 5,401,504. In 1995 researchers from the University of Mississippi were awarded the patent of "a
method of promoting healing of a wound in a patient, which consists essentially of administering a wound-healing agent
consisting of an effective amount of turmeric powder to said patient." Id. However, the turmeric plant has been used as
wound healer for centuries by the Indian people. On request of the Council of Scientific and Industrial Research of India,
the US Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) revoked the patent for lack of novelty.
" U.S. Patent No. 5,751. In 1986 The USPTO awarded a patent for "a new and distinct variety (cultivar) of the species
Banisteriopsis caapi." Id. The applicants claimed that the plant "was discovered growing in a domestic garden in the
Amazon rain-forest of South America." Id. Nevertheless, the plant has been used for generations by South-American
Indians as part of sacred rituals, and grows wild in the Amazon rain-forest.
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demand the adoption of intellectual properties rights suitable for their special needs. They no longer want to
merely receive whatever the "white men" have conceived for them, but rather to take an active part on the
search for the answers.
The following topics are going to be analyzed in this article, along with the proposals that have already
been made, so as to evaluate solutions that would best answer the needs of the peoples that hold traditional
knowledge.
Part I is dedicated to the presentation of the definitions of traditional biodiversity-related knowledge
adopted in international agreements, international organizations documents and in national laws. Special
attention is given to the Convention on Biological Diversity, which contains a specific section dealing with
"knowledge, innovations and practices of indigenous and local communities" and encourages Members to
promote "the equitable sharing of the benefits arising from the utilization of such knowledge, innovations and
practices."l 2
Part II describes the international intellectual property rights regime under the TRIPS agreement and the
U.S. and European patent system, with emphasis on the sections related to biological diversity. Part III
discusses the interaction of the current intellectual property rights regime and the protection of traditional
biodiversity-related knowledge, and what can be done to "bridge the gap"13 between the two issues.
Part IV presents some of the proposals for a sui generis intellectual property system that could provide a
good degree of protection to traditional knowledge. In part V are presented actual cases directly involving the
issue, in light of which the proposals for a sui generis system are going to be evaluated in part VI.
II. TRADITIONAL BIODIVERSITY-RELATED KNOWLEDGE: DEFINITION
The preponderance of Western culture over indigenous peoples' culture is a fact established since the
beginning of the colonization process. In virtually every corner of the world, indigenous peoples have gone
through a process of assimilation, in which their cultures have been endangered or simply annihilated.
However, recently, there has been a growing concern and interest in indigenous and traditional peoples'
knowledge. Especially as it relates to biodiversity, traditional knowledge has become commercially attractive.14
It has been shown that the use of "traditional knowledge increased the efficiency of screening plants for medical
properties by more than 400%.""
To underline the importance of the biodiversity-related products, we should consider that, of the top 150
prescribed drugs in 1993, 57 percent "contained at least one major active compound now or once derived or
patterned after compounds derived from biological diversity."16 The immense potential of biodiversity research
can also be measured by the fact that "only 40 different plant species are used, and less than one percent of the
world's 250,000 tropical flora has been screened for biochemical activity." 7
But what exactly is this so-called traditional knowledge, and which peoples are the objects of the
intended protection?
12 Convention on Biological Diversity art. 8(j) (1992 Earth Summit, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil).
13 Graham Dutfield, Intellectual Property Rights, Trade and Biodiversity 75 (Earthscan Publications 2000).14 See Thomas Greaves, Tribal Rights, in Valuing Local Knowledge: Indigenous People and Intellectual Property 25
(Stephen B. Brush et al. eds., Island Press 1996).
" Vandana Shiva, The Politics of Knowledge at the CBD <http://www.twnside.org.sg/title/cbd-cn.htm> (accessed Oct. 10,
2003).
36 Francesca Grifo et al., The Origins ofPrescription Drugs, in Biodiversity and Human Health 136 (Francesca Grifo et al.
eds., Island Press 1997).
17 Nathalie Olsen et al..,Biodiversity and the Pharmaceutical hIdustry, 3.2.1 <http://www.unep-wcmc.org/resources/
publications/7_industrial/3.doc> (accessed Oct. 24, 2003).
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A. Definitions adopted in international agreements and international organizations documents
1. The Convention on Biological Diversity
The Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD), signed by 176 nations during the 1992 United Nations
Conference on Environment an Development, has among its objectives, stated in Article 1, "the conservation of
biological diversity, the sustainable use of its components and the fair and equitable sharing of the benefits
arising out of the utilization of genetic resources."08 Article 3, another important section, establishes the
principle of States' sovereign right to exploit their own resources, according to their own environmental
policies. 9
It is also stated in article 8(j) of the CBD that parties shall "respect, preserve and maintain knowledge,
innovations and practices of indigenous and local communities embodying traditional lifestyles relevant for the
conservation and sustainable use of biological diversity and promote their wider application with the approval
and involvement of the holders of such knowledge, innovations and practices and encourage the equitable
sharing of the benefits arising from the utilization of such knowledge, innovations and practices." 20 In other
words, the CBD not only recognizes as relevant the lifestyles and traditional knowledge of indigenous and local
communities, but also goes in the direction of protecting the rights of the "holders" of such knowledge, in terms
of granting them the benefits derived from the utilization of their practices.
The Secretariat of the Convention on Biological Diversity is working on the issue of the protection of
the rights related to traditional knowledge. The Conference of the Parties to the CBD decided to organize one
meeting of the Intersessional Working Group on Article 8(j) and Related Provisions in order "to ensure further
advancement of the implementation of the work program on Article 8(j) and related provisions."2i A very
positive aspect of the preparations for this meeting, which is scheduled for the first quarter of 2004, is that
Indigenous and Local Communities Organizations are being invited to give their contribution to the discussions,
which, among other relevant aspects, will address the sui generis systems for the protection of traditional
knowledge. 22
2. World Intellectual Property Organization
As previously mentioned, the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) has been devoting a
great deal of time to the issue of traditional knowledge and means of its protection. The Organization created
an Intergovernmental Committee on Intellectual Property and Genetic Resources, Traditional Knowledge and
Folklore in September 2000, to address the Members' concerns on access to genetic resources and benefit
sharing, protection of traditional knowledge, and protection of expressions of folklore. 23
The Third Session of the Committee, held on Geneva, Switzerland from June 13-21, 2002, produced,
'8 Convention on Biological Diversity, Convention on Biological Diversity art. 1 <http://www.biodiv.org/convention/
articles.asp?lg=0&a=cbd-01> (last updated Dec. 11, 2002).
'9 Id. at art. 3 <http://www.biodiv.org/convention/articles.asp?lg-0&a=cbd-03> (last updated Dec. 11, 2002).
20 Id. at art 8 <http://www.biodiv.org/convention/articles.asp?lg=0&a=cbd-08> (last updated Dec. 11, 2002).
2' Convention on Biological Diversity, Notification: Decision VI/10 on Article 8(6) and Related Decisions
<http://www.biodiv.org/doc/notifications/2002/ntf-2002-05 I -tk-en.pdf> at I (accessed Oct. 24, 2003).
22Id. at 2.
23 World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO), hItellectual Property and Genetic Resources, Traditional
Knowledge, and Folklore <http://www.wipo.org/about-ip/en/studies/publications/geneticresources.htm> (accessed Oct.
24, 2003).
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among other things, the document "Traditional Knowledge-Operational Terms and Definitions," 24 in order to
promote a uniform utilization of the term "traditional knowledge." 25 Pointing out that the WIPO Secretariat has
previously made use of some working concepts of traditional knowledge,26 the document enumerates the
elements that should be included in a definition of traditional knowledge: "recognition of the knowledge as
originating, preserved and transmitted in a traditional context; possible association of the knowledge with the
traditional or Indigenous culture or community which undertakes the generation, preservation and transmission
of the knowledge; some sense of relationship between the knowledge and a traditional or Indigenous
community or other group of persons identifying with a traditional culture, such as a sense of obligation to
preserve the knowledge, or a sense that misappropriation or demeaning usage would be harmful or offensive;
from the IP perspective, knowledge that originates from intellectual activity in a wide range of social, cultural,
environmental and technological contexts; and some sense of the community or other group itself identifying
the knowledge as traditional knowledge." 27
Another important feature of the document is the recognition of traditional knowledge not as a static
system, but rather an evolving and dynamic form of culture. 28 What is considered relevant in the use of the
term "traditional" is the context in which the knowledge is produced, and not necessarily the content itself.29
3. World Trade Organization
Although not working with one specific definition of traditional knowledge, the World Trade
Organization (WTO) is increasingly involved in the debate of the issue. The WTO, as the international
organization in charge of administering the most important international conventions related to trade among its
now 145 members, has specifically addressed the interaction of the TRIPS agreement and the CBD. The
Ministerial Declaration-issued on the fourth WTO Conference, held in Doha, Qatar in 2001-instructs the
Council for TRIPS to review Article 27.3(b) of the Agreement in order to harmonize its dispositions with the
CBD, especially in what relates to the protection of traditional knowledge and folklore.30 However, due to the
2 See WIPO, Intergovernmental Committee on Intellectual Property and Genetic Resources, Traditional Knowledge, and
Folklore <http://www.wipo.int/eng/meetings/2002/igc/pdf/grtkfic3 9.pdf> (accessed Oct. 24, 2003).
2
'Id. at 2.
26 Id. at 11. "'[T]raditional knowledge'... refer[s] to tradition-based literary, artistic or scientific works; performances;
inventions; scientific discoveries; designs; marks, names and symbols; undisclosed information; and all other tradition-
based innovations and creations resulting from intellectual activity in the industrial, scientific, literary or artistic fields.
'Tradition-based' refers to knowledge systems, creations, innovations and cultural expressions which: have generally been
transmitted from generation to generation; are generally regarded as pertaining to a particular people or its territory; and,
are constantly evolving in response to a changing environment. Categories of traditional knowledge could include:
agricultural knowledge; scientific knowledge; technical knowledge; ecological knowledge; medicinal knowledge,
including related medicines and remedies; biodiversity-related knowledge; 'expressions of folklore' in the form of music,
dance, song, handicrafts, designs, stories and artwork; elements of languages, such as names, geographical indications and
symbols; and, movable cultural properties. Excluded from this description of TK would be items not resulting from
intellectual activity in the industrial, scientific, literary or artistic fields, such as human remains, languages in general, and
other similar elements of 'heritage' in the broad sense."
2 1 Id. at 14.
2 1 Id. at 13.
29 Id. at 12-13.
30 "19. We instruct the Council for TRIPS, in pursuing its work programme including under the review of Article 27.3(b),
the review of the implementation of the TRIPS Agreement under Article 71.1 and the work foreseen pursuant to
paragraph 12 of this declaration, to examine, inter alia, the relationship between the TRIPS Agreement and the
Convention on Biological Diversity, the protection of traditional knowledge and folklore, and other relevant new
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failure of the negotiations in the 2003 Conference in Cancun, Mexico, not many practical results have yet been
achieved.
4. World Health Organization
The World Health Organization (WHO) also follows the trend concerning the protection of traditional
knowledge, both from the standpoint of the protection of the related intellectual property rights, and from the
intrinsic therapeutic value of the traditional medicine. As for a definition, the WHO considers traditional
medicine as "the sum total of the knowledge, skills and practices based on the theories, beliefs and experiences
indigenous to different cultures, whether explicable or not, used in the maintenance of health, as well as in the
prevention, diagnosis, improvement or treatment of physical and mental illnesses."3'
The issue is being extensively debated inside the organization. In December of 2000 the WHO promoted
an inter-regional workshop in Bangkok, Thailand, on "Intellectual Property Rights in the Context of Traditional
Medicine." More recently, on January 24, 2003, the WHO's Executive Board recommended to the Assembly
the adoption of a resolution on traditional medicine which, among other things, urges Member States "to take
measures to protect and preserve traditional medical knowledge and medicinal plant resources for sustainable
development of traditional medicine, including the intellectual property rights of traditional medicine
practitioners, as provided for under national legislation consistent with international obligations." 32
5. Draft Declaration of Rights ofIndigenous Peoples
A Draft Declaration of Rights of Indigenous Peoples was promulgated as part of the results of the
United Nations International Year for the World's Indigenous Peoples.3 3 According to Article 12 of the Draft
Declaration, "[I]ndigenous peoples have the right to practise and revitalize their cultural traditions and customs.
This includes the right to maintain, protect and develop the past, present and future manifestations of their
cultures, such as archaeological and historical sites, artifacts, designs, ceremonies, technologies and visual and
performing arts and literature, as well as the right to the restitution of cultural, intellectual, religious and
spiritual property taken without their free and informed consent or in violation of their laws, traditions and
customs."34
Article 29 contains a very important section relating to the protection of intellectual property rights of
indigenous populations. It says, "Indigenous peoples are entitled to the recognitions of the full ownership,
control and protection of their cultural and intellectual property. They have the right to special measures to
control, develop and protect their sciences, technologies and cultural manifestations, including human and other
genetic resources, seeds, medicines, knowledge of the properties of fauna and flora, oral traditions, literatures,
developments raised by members pursuant to Article 71.1. In undertaking this work, the TRIPS Council shall be guided
by the objectives and principles set out in Articles 7 and 8 of the TRIPS Agreement and shall take fully into account the
development dimension." <http://wvw.wto.org/english/thewto-e/minist_e /min01_e/mindecle.htm#trips> (accessed
Nov. 1, 2003).
3 World Health Organization (WHO), General Guidelines for Methodologies on Research and Evaluation of Traditional
Medicine, WHO/EDM/TRM/2000.1 <http://www.who.int/medicines/library/trm/who-edm-trm-2000-1/who-edm-trm-
2000-len.shtml> (last updated Jan. 28, 2003).
32 WHO, Resolution of the Executive Board of the World Health Organization, Document EBI l .R12
<http://www.who.int/gb/EBWHA/PDF/EB111/eebl11rl2.pdf> at 2.
3 Michael Blakeney, Intellectual Property in the Dreamtime - Protecting the Cultural Creativity of Indigenous Peoples
<http://www.oiprc.ox.ac.uk/EJWPI199.html> at 14. (accessed Nov. 3, 2003).
3 <http://www.cwis.org/fwdp/drft9329.html> (last updated Apr. 30, 2003).
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designs and visual and performing arts."35 The document is still under consideration at the United Nations, but
its approval in the present terms will provide strong support for the indigenous peoples to exercise their rights
over their intellectual and cultural property.36
B. Definitions adopted in national laws
According to the WIPO, by January 2001, twenty-two countries and three regional integration
organizations "had made or were in the process of making available specific legal protection for traditional
knowledge-related subject matter." 37 These significant numbers are a result of the increasing debate on the
issue of protecting traditional knowledge. As an example of the treatment that is being given to the subject, the
definitions adopted by three countries are detailed below.
1. Costa Rica
The Costa Rican Biodiversity Law is considered very complete38 and has been called "the most
ambitious and elaborate national law to implement the CBD."3 9 The law is also known to have been the result
of an ample national debate. The act specifically recognizes "knowledge" as a product generated by the society
throughout time, both in the traditional and the scientific format.
The general principles that guide the application of the law are respect for all forms of life, the strategic
importance of the biodiversity elements, the respect for cultural diversity, and intra- and intergenerational equity
(Articles 9, 1, 2, 3, and 4).40 The practices and innovations of the Indigenous peoples and local communities for
the conservation and ecologically sustainable use of the biodiversity elements are recognized and considered as
subject to compensation (Article 10, 6).41
Notably, Article 7842 states that all forms of knowledge and innovation are subject to protection through,
among other things, patents, trade secrets, plant breeders' rights, sui generis communities' intellectual rights
(derechos intelectuales comunitarios sui generis), copyrights, and farmers' rights. The law excludes from
protection, among other things, plants, animals, essentially biological processes for the production of plants and
animals, and inventions derived from traditional knowledge in the public domain. Article 82 addresses
specifically the so-called sui generis communities' intellectual rights, which comprehend "the knowledge,
practices and innovations from indigenous peoples and local communities, related with the use of biodiversities'
elements and associated knowledge."
It is also worth mentioning that the law establishes a process of participation for the indigenous and
farmers' communities to delineate the sui generis system, through the voluntary registration of the knowledge
35 Id.
36 Report on Australian Indigenous Cultural and Intellectual Property Rights <http://www.icip.lawnet.com.au> at 107
(last updated Nov. 25, 1999).
3 WIPO, Intergovernmental Committee on Intellectual Property and Genetic Resourcees, Traditional Knowledge and
Folklore: Traditional Knowledge-Operational Terms and Definitions <http://www.wipo.int/documents
/en/meetings/2002/igc/pdf/grtkfic3_9.pdf> at 14. (accessed Nov. 3, 2003).
31 Paulo de Bessa Antunes, Diversidade Biologica e Conhecimnento Tradicional Associado 138 (Editora Lumen Juris
2002).
39 Dutfield, supra n. 13, at I10.
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object of protection, with the possibility of inclusion of future rights (Articles 83 and 84).44 This last section
shows clearly that the Costa Rican law does not embrace the concept of traditional knowledge as exclusively
ancestral, but rather of a knowledge produced inside a community with distinctive characteristics. 45
2. Brazil
With almost one quarter of the planet's biodiversity,46 Brazil is considered to be the biggest country in
the world to shelter a so-called mega biodiversity.47 As a reflection of this large responsibility, the Brazilian
Federal Constitution states that everyone is entitled to an environment ecologically balanced, and it imposes on
48the State and on society the duty to protect and conserve it for present and future generations.
However, unlike the Costa Rican legislation, the Brazilian law was not the result of a national debate.
The law was first presented by the former Brazilian President Fernando Henrique Cardoso as a Provisional
Measure (No 2,186-16) and then submitted to the Congress in order to become a law. The Act 4 9 is designed to
implement the CBD, as well as to regulate the access to the "genetic patrimony,"50 the protection and access to
traditional knowledge, among other objectives (Article 1).
"Traditional related knowledge" is defined as any "individual or collective information or practice from
an indigenous or local community, with actual or potential value, related to the genetic patrimony" (Article 7,
II).51 "Local community" is defined as a human group with distinct cultural conditions, organized through
successive generations (Article 7, III).52 The Article mentions as an example of local community the remnants
from "quilombos," the communities formed by fugitive slaves during the colonial period. Other local
communities are the inhabitants of the forests,5 3 such as the rubber tappers from the Amazon Rainforest
("seringueiros") and some rivers dwelling peoples ("ribeirinhos").
The Brazilian law protects traditional knowledge against "illegal exploitation" and recognizes the rights
of the indigenous and traditional communities to decide on the use of their biodiversity-related knowledge
(Article 8). 4 It also creates a register to record traditional knowledge and states that the protected communities
are entitled to the disclosure of the origin in any kind of publication related to a traditional knowledge, to
receive the benefits from the economic exploitation of their knowledge, and also to prevent the access of
unauthorized third parties (Articles 9, I, II, and III).15 Traditional knowledge in the Brazilian legal system is
recognized to have a collective nature, even in the cases in which only one member of the community holds that
44Id.
45 Antunes, supra n. 38, at 140.
46 Id. at 5.
47 The other countries considered to contain mega biodiversity are: India, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, Mexico, Madagascar,
Zaire, Australia, China, Indonesia and Malaysia. Together these countries contain as much as 60 to 70 percent of the
world's species. <http://pib.nic.in/infonug/infol299/i2412991.html> (accessed Nov. 3, 2003).
48 Constituigio da Repdblica Federativa do Brasil, capitulo VI, art. 225.
49 Medida Provisoria No 2.186-16 <http://www.planalto.gov.br> (accessed Nov. 1, 2003).
so See id. Art. 7, I, defines "genetic patrimony" as "information from genetic origin, kept in the whole or in parts in
samples of vegetal, fungus, microbial or animal species, in the form of molecules and substances from the metabolism of
those beings and of extracts from this organisms dead or alive, found in situ, including the domesticated, or kept in ex situ
collections, since collected in situ in the national territory, the continental platform, or the economic exclusive zone." Id.
s' Id. The article defines "traditional related knowledge" in the sense of traditional knowledge related to biodiversity.52 id.
Antunes, supra n. 38, at 125.
54 See supra n. 49.
55Id.
45
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knowledge. 6
As we can see, the Brazilian law on biodiversity-related traditional knowledge is advanced, for it
contains many important instruments for the protection of traditional knowledge. Nevertheless, some criticism
is made of the fact that the Brazilian law lacks sufficient details. Paulo de Bessa Antunes, a Brazilian scholar,
says that the law is not clear enough in what relates to contracts of access to genetic resources and traditional
knowledge, which is detrimental both to the providers and to the companies or individuals interested in the
resource.5 7 He points out that this is especially true when the Brazilian law is compared to the Costa Rican law,
which clearly establishes a maximum limit of royalties, a process of technology transfer, and a fee for
58investments in environmental conservation and researches. As in recognition of the fairness of this criticism,
the Brazilian government is preparing a new and more detailed statute to regulate the access to genetic
patrimony and traditional knowledge.
However, since it is a relatively new law, its implementation is still in process. A very important step
was the installation of the Council for Management of the Genetic Patrimony ("Conselho de Gestio do
Patrim6nio Gen6tico"), which was created by the law. The Council has a chamber specialized in traditional
knowledge. However, although a representative of the indigenous agency ("Fundaqdo Nacional do indio"-
FUNAI) takes part in the Council, the indigenous communities themselves have no representation.
Two Brazilian States located in the Amazon Region, Acre 59 and Amapd,60 also have passed legislation
on access to biological diversity and traditional related knowledge, even before the federal legislation. The
Acre State Law, the oldest of the Brazilian laws to address the issue, not only recognizes the value of traditional
biodiversity-related knowledge,6 1 but also establishes the need of informed consent prior to its access62 and "fair
and equitable" benefit sharing,63 the same instruments that were later adopted in the federal law. However,
some sections of the Act are considered to be unconstitutional under the Brazilian system, 64 especially those
that deal with collective intellectual property rights. 5 The Amapd State Law, as the Acre State one, was made
in order to fulfill the absence of a federal law at that time. Although long and comprehensive, 66 the Act shows
the same problem presented by the Acrean law: some of its articles are considered unconstitutional, for dealing
with subject matter reserved to the federal legislative by the Brazilian Constitution.67
3. Australia
Australia, one of the countries considered mega biodiverse, is also the ancestral land of the Aborigines,
which by now have achieved a high degree of organization to pursue their own interests.68 According to a
WIPO document from the Third Session of the Intergovernmental Committee on Intellectual Property and
5 Id at art. 9, "single" paragraph (paragrafo 6inico) (In some cases the shaman, or "paje," is the exclusive holder of the
traditional knowledge in the organization of the Brazilian indigenous communities). Id.
Antunes, supra n. 38, at 168.
5 Id.
59 Law No. 3235, 1997, D.O. Acre.
6 Law No. 388, 1997, D.O. Amapd.
61 See supra n. 59, art. 5.
62 Id.
63 Id.
Antunes, supra n. 38, at 83.
65 Id. at 103.
6 Id. at 105.
67 Id. at 107.
' Id. at 154.
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Genetic Resources, Traditional Knowledge and Folklore, 69 the Australian Law that contains a definition of
traditional knowledge is the Victoria State Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Heritage Protection Act of
1984.70
Sections 3(1) and (c) of the Act define Aboriginal as "a member of the Aboriginal race of Australia, and
includes a descendant of the indigenous inhabitants of the Torres Strait Islands." 7 1 Aboriginal tradition is
defined as "the body of traditions, observances, customs or beliefs relating to particular persons, areas, objects
or relationships." 72 Another definition of Aboriginal tradition is found in the South Australian Aboriginal
Heritage Act of 1988, which states in section 3 that "'Aboriginal tradition' means traditions, observances,
customs or beliefs of the people who inhabited Australia before European colonisation and includes traditions,
observances, customs and beliefs that have evolved or developed from that tradition since European
colonization. 73
However, the two above-mentioned acts are state law. As discussed in the extensive document "Our
Culture, Our Future: Report on Australian Indigenous Cultural and Intellectual Property" from the Australian
Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies, 74 "the list of acknowledgments made by the Victorian
Government is quickly followed by a paragraph inserted by the Commonwealth which states that the
Commonwealth does not acknowledge the matters acknowledged by the Government of Victoria."75 The report
mentions that the Australian indigenous peoples are concerned about the use of their traditional knowledge of
plants and animals by researchers without their consent and without benefit sharing,7 6 and also the fact that the
state conservation and land laws say that the governments can restrict the access of the indigenous people to
their land while freely licensing the bioprospecting rights to third parties.77 According to Michael Blakeney,
"under current intellectual property law, there is no obligation for companies which utilize the traditional
medical knowledge of Aboriginal Peoples to provide any compensation to recognise their equity in the
commercial application of this knowledge."78
Nonetheless, it is worth mentioning the importance of the Mabo case 7 9 to the Australian Indigenous
Peoples. The Australian High Court recognized the right of Torres Islander People to certain land by applying
the concept of native title by common law, finding that the source of this native title was the traditional
occupation of the land.80 Some suggest that the case may admit a broader interpretation, so that "the scope of
the native title could expand, in order to include aspects other than land." 1 This interpretation, although not yet
settled, would possibly allow the recognition of common law intellectual property rights.82
69 WIPO, Intergovernmental Committee on Intellectual Property and Genetic Resourcees, Traditional Knowledge and
Folklore: Traditional Knowledge-Operational Terns and Definitions <http://www.wipo.int/documents/en/meetings/
2002/igc/pdf/grtkfic3_9.pdf> (accessed Nov. 3, 2003).
7o Australian Legal Information Institute, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Heritage Protection Act
<http://www.austlii.edu.au/aullegis/cth/consolact/aatsihpa 1 984549.txt> (last updated Oct. 17, 2003).
71 Id.
72 Id.
n Australian Legal Information Institute, South Australian Heritage Act of 1988 <http://www.austlii.edu.au
/au/legis/sa/consolact/aha 1988164/s3.html> (last updated Aug. 18, 2003).
1 See supra n. 36.
7 Id. at 78-79.
76 Id. at 24.
71 Id. at 26.
7 Blakeney, supra n. 3, at 9.
79 Mabo v. Queensland, 175 CLR 1 (1992).
' See supra n. 36, at 168.
81 Id.
2 Id. at 169.
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C. Conclusions
As we have seen, for an issue that has come to attention very recently, a considerable amount of time
and effort has already been dedicated to the definition of traditional knowledge and to the various consequences
of the recognition that there is an urgent need to preserve and protect, not only the knowledge in itself, but also
the rights of its holders. The developing countries, where the biggest part of the world's biological diversity is
kept, are the most concerned with the elaboration of laws defining and protecting traditional knowledge in
accordance to the Convention on Biological Diversity.
Costa Rican and Brazilian laws are good examples of that concern put into practice. On the other hand,
developed countries such as the United States,83 France84 and Japan8 5 have no specific legislation to protect
traditional knowledge. Only the classical instruments of intellectual property rights are available, which in
practical terms, as we are about to see, may result in little or no protection.
III. THE INTERNATIONAL INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS REGIME AND BIODIVERSITY-RELATED ASPECTS
This descriptive chapter is intended to set the framework of the intellectual property rights regime,
highlighting the scope of our concerns. The understanding of the patent system's foundations and basic
elements is essential to the identification of difficulties faced in the protection of traditional knowledge and also
in figuring out solutions more adequate to the peculiarities of the issue.
The TRIPS Agreement has an express section requiring Members to create a sui generis intellectual
property rights regime for the protection of plant varieties, which can be used instead of the regular patent
system.86 However, the implementation of such sui generis system depends on the national legislation of the
State Members. The United States, for instance, grants through the regular patent system, applicable to other
kinds of inventions, patents for plant varieties that can be asexually reproduced. Without any special
mechanism for protection of other countries' biodiversity and related traditional knowledge, such as indication
of the geographical origin, it is possible to obtain patents of plants that are not described in printed
publications,8 8 or even of those widely known and described, as shown in the case of the Ayahuasca patent
(which will be addressed in part III.B).
The following part will discuss some of the basic features of the TRIPS Agreement and the United
States and European patent systems. One should keep in mind that the issue deeply involves the relationship
among developed and developing countries, as the former are the holders of approximately 80 percent of the
patents issued in the whole world9 and the latter are the keepers of the largest part of the world's biodiversity.
8' WIPO, Survey on Existing Forms of Intellectual Property Protection for Traditional Kniowledge <http://www.wipo.int/
tk/en/questionnaires/ic-2-5/replies.pdf> at 123 (accessed Oct. 22, 2003).
84 Id. at 63.
" Id. at 70.
86 Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) Agreement art. 27.3 (January 1, 1995)
<http://www.wto.org/english/docs_e/legal e/27-trips.pdf > (accessed Oct. 22, 2003).
8 Martin J. Adelman, Randall R. Rader & Harold C. Wegner, Cases and Materials on Patent Law 24 (2d ed., West Group
2003).
88 Id.
89 Id. at 605.
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A. The Trade Related Aspects ofIntellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) Agreement
The TRIPS Agreement is administered by the WTO and has, as of February 5, 2003, 145 signatories.90 It
is considered to be the most relevant instrument of international trade law regarding the issue of biodiversity
protection. 91
The TRIPS is designed, as stated in its preamble, "to reduce distortions and impediments to international
trade," "to promote effective and adequate protection of intellectual property rights and to ensure that measures
and procedures to enforce intellectual property rights do not themselves become barriers to legitimate trade."
Among its objectives is the establishment of new rules to enforce trade-related intellectual property rights,
"taking into account differences in national legal systems."
Article 3 of the TRIPS states the National Treatment principle, according to which State Members
should treat nationals of other countries as they treat their own nationals in matters of intellectual property
rights protection. Along the same line, Article 4 establishes the Most-Favoured-Nation Treatment principle,
imposing the obligation to extend to all the other Members any "advantage, favour, privilege or immunity"
granted to a specific country. A broad scope of intellectual property rights is provided by the TRIPS, since it
covers copyrights, trademarks, geographical indications, industrial designs, patents, trade secrets, layout designs
of integrated circuits, and the control of anti-competitive practices in contractual licenses, in order to achieve a
uniform protection.
For the purpose of this study, the most significant provision of the TRIPS is Article 27.3(b), which
allows Members to exclude from patentability plants and animals--other than micro-organisms and essentially
biological processes-but requires them to provide protection for plant varieties either by patents or by a sui
generis system. As will be further explored, it is precisely the issue of protection provided for plant varieties,
and for products and process derived from plants, that sparks controversy surrounding traditional knowledge,
especially with regard to patents, and the absence of a sui generis system.
B. United States and European Patent Systems
1. The United States Patent System
Since the United States is the western country with the largest number of patent applications,9 2 a
knowledge and understanding of its legal system is vital to the comprehension of the difficulties that may arise
when dealing with the protection of traditional knowledge. According to 35 U.S.C. § 101, patents are available
to "whoever invents or discovers any new and useful process, machine, manufacture, or composition of matter,
or any new and useful improvement thereof."93 Discoveries regarding natural laws, phenomena of nature and
abstract principles are not patentable.94
Also, the invention has to be new, useful and nonobvious, and is as well subject to specification
requirements (written description, enablement, best mode and definiteness). The novelty requirement, as stated
in 35 U.S.C. § 102(a) and (b), excludes from patent an invention or discovery that was already part of
90 <http://www.wto.org/english/thewtoe.htm> (accessed Nov 14, 2003).
91 Dutfield, supra n. 13, at 15.
92 In 2001, 326,508 patent applications were filed at the USPTO, while 439,175 patent applications were filed at the
Japanese Patent Office, and 110,025 at the European Patent Office. European Patent Office, Trilateral Statistical Report
2001, 26, figure 4.1 <http://www.european-patent-office.org/tws/tsr_2001/pdf/tsr_2001.pdf> (accessed Oct. 22, 2003).
93 35 U.S.C. § 101 (2000).
9" Diamond v. Diehr, 450 U.S. 175, 185 (1980).
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knowledge,9 5 either by being "known or used by others in this country or patented or described in a printed
publication in this or a foreign country," or by having been "patented or described in a printed publication in
this or a foreign country or in public use or on sale in this country more than one year prior to the date of
application."
The United States law gives a different treatment to the analysis of the novelty requirement, whether the
prior reference is national or international. For a patent to be barred based on a U.S. reference, it is enough that
the invention be "known or used by others," whereas for a reference from a foreign country it is necessary for
the invention to have been patented or described in a printed publication. This standard, as it will be further
discussed, can be used as a means to justify the patenting of plants or processes based on traditional knowledge
obtained in foreign countries, when it is not documented in a written form.
Regarding Section 102(b), it is important to emphasize that it contains a statutory bar. The inventor has a
one-year "grace period" to file a patent application prior to the critical date, which consists of patent or
description in a printed publication in the US or abroad, or public use or sale in the US. If the "grace period"
passes in albis, the inventor is barred from filing a patent application.
The utility requirement is derived from the language of Section 101, which says that the invention or
discovery has to be "useful." This requirement is also associated with the provision of 35 U.S.C. § 112(1),
according to which the patent applications should contain the description of the invention in a way that a person
with ordinary skills in the art to which it pertains would be able to make it.96
The nonobviousness requirement is set in 35 U.S.C. § 103(a), which bars the grant of a patent "if the
differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are such that the subject matter as
a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art
to which the subject matter pertains." The identification of obviousness is usually not as instantaneous as the
identification of an invention that is not new,9 7 once the former occurs when the "prior art reference describes
each feature of the claimed invention and for that reason is easily detectable, and the latter requires a
qualitative analysis of the steps involved in the invention. 99
Patent applications are also subject to the specification requirements stated in Section 112(1) and (2).
They "shall contain a written description of the invention, and of the manner and process of making and using
it," in a clear and concise manner as "to enable any person skilled in the art to which it pertains, or with which it
is most nearly connected, to make and use the same, and shall set forth the best mode contemplated by the
inventor for carrying out his invention." Finally, "the specification shall conclude with one or more claim
particularly pointing out and distinctly claiming the subject matter which the applicant regards as his invention"
(emphasis added).
Another important feature of the United States patent system is the unique "first to invent" system, as
opposed to the "first to file" system used throughout the world. The term of the patents has been recently
changed from seventeen to twenty years, in order to adjust the length of protection to the global practice, as a
result of the Uruguay Round Agreements Act. 00
The first American (and world) patent granted to a living organism created by genetic engineering was
the result of the United States Supreme Court decision in Diamond v. Chakrabarty.loi In this seminal case Dr.
Chakrabarty filed a patent application for the creation of an oil-eating bacteria and had the application rejected
9 Adelman et al., supra n. 87, at 5.
" Id. at 5 2.
9 Id. at 308-09.
" Id. at 308.
99Id. at 309.
'0Id. at 603.
o 447 U.S. 303 (1980).
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by the United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) on the basis that the bacteria was a living organism,
and as so, was outside the scope of Title 35. The Court ruled that nothing in the language or history of Section
101 suggested that Congress had the intent to exclude living things from patentability. In the view of the Court,
the relevant distinction in Section 101 is between nature and man-made inventions, and since the oil-eating
bacteria was the result of human ingenuity, it qualified as patentable subject matter.
This decision is still surrounded by controversy. Some say that Dr. Chakrabarty did not create a new
form of life, but "merely intervened in the normal processes by which strains of bacteria exchange genetic
information, to produce a new strain with an altered metabolic pattern."1 02 Others contend that "by permitting
the patenting of 'anything under the sun that is made by man,' the United States has allowed biotechnology
industries to expropriate indigenous knowledge and biological resources from less-developed countries." 0 3
However, as controversial as it may be, the fact is that the Court's decision was a landmark to the patent of
biotechnology products, which are now widely granted.
One last aspect worth mentioning about the United States patent law regarding the object of our study is
the difference between plant patents and patent-like plant variety protection. The Plant Variety Protection Act
(PVPA) 0o-which refers to sexually reproduced plants, distinguishable from known varieties and stable
plants-makes available to plant breeders the issuance of plant variety protection certificates, analogous to plant
patents. The certificates are issued by the Department of Agriculture (and not by the USPTO), covering a
twenty year period, and conferring the right to "exclude others from selling the variety, or offering it for sale, or
reproducing it, importing or exporting it, or using it in producing (as distinguished from developing) a hybrid or
different variety therefrom."'io Two infringement exemptions are the distinguishing factor between plant
varieties certificates and plant patents. The former admit a "plant breeding or other bona fide research"' 0 7
exemption and also allow farmers to save legally purchased seeds and "use such saved seed[s] in the production
of a crop for use on the farm of the person, or for sale."' 0 8 Neither of these are present under the plant patent
regime.
On the other hand, according to the Townsend-Purcell Plant Patent Act of May 23, 1930,109 patents
could be granted only to asexually reproduced, distinct and new varieties of plants, other than tuber-propagated
plants. However, the United States Supreme Court in J.E.M. AG Supply, Inc. v. Pioneer Hi-Bred International
Inc.i/0 ruled that sexually reproduced plants are patentable under Section 101 as utility patents. The Court
reasoned that, as in Chakrabarty, the "relevant distinction" for purposes of Section 101 is not "between living
and inanimate things, but between products of nature, whether living or not, and human-made inventions." I
The Court also said that it would be "inconsistent with the forward-looking perspective of the utility patent
statute"'1 2 to deny patent protection to sexually reproduced plants based on the fact they were unforeseeable in
1930: "As we noted in Chakrabarty, 'Congress employed broad general language in drafting § 101 precisely
because [new types of] inventions are often unforeseeable."' 3
102 Vandana Shiva, Biopiracy: The Plunder of Nature and Knowledge 20 (South End Press 1997).
103 Michael Woods, Food for Thought: The Biopiracy of Jasmine and Basmati Rice, 13 Alb. L.J. Sci. & Tech. 123, 124
(2002).
104 7 U.S.C. § 2321 (2000).
I0 Adelman et al., supra n. 87, at 25.
106 Id., see 7 U.S.C. § 2483(a).
'0' 7 U.S.C. § 2544.
los 7 U.S.C. § 2543.
109 35 U.S.C §§ 161-64.
o 534 U.S. 124 (2001).
" Id. at 134.
112 Id. at 135.
"3 Id.
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The decision in J.E.M. AG Supply settled the controversy surrounding the possibility of granting patents
to genetically modified sexually reproduced plants in the United States. Nevertheless, from the standpoint of
protection of traditional knowledge, the decision only made matters worsel" 4 once it broadened the protection
for sexually reproduced plants. With no obligation to identify the geographical origin of a plant, a 20-year
protection can be obtained to a plant illegally acquired in a foreign country, provided that it is not described in a
printed publication. Another implication of the JE.M. AG Supply ruling is to render to a secondary position the
plant variety protection regime (PVPA). Since utility patents offer broader rights, plant breeders will be more
likely to prefer them, relegating PVPA to less marketable inventions." 5
2. The European Patent System
The European Patent Organization was established by the Munich Convention, signed in 1973. As of
March 1, 2003, the EPO had 28 Member States," 6 all acting under a uniform patent system. The major
advantage of this unified system is that, through the filing of a single European Patent Application, the inventor
can obtain a patent valid in as many Member States as he wishes, which makes the system highly cost-effective.
European patents are valid for a period of20 years" 7 and are based on a "first to file" system.
According to Article 52(1) of the Munich Convention," 8 patents are granted to inventions examined
under the criteria of novelty, inventive step, and susceptibility of industrial application. An invention is
considered new if it does not form part of the state of the art.'"9 It is considered as involving an inventive step if
it is not obvious to a skilled person having regard to the state of the art. 120 It is considered as susceptible to
industrial application (Article 57) if it can be made or used in any kind of industry, including agriculture.' 2 1
It is relevant to stress that the assessment of novelty, according to Article 54(2), comprises "everything
made available to the public by means of a written or oral description, by use, or in any other way, before the
date of filing of the European patent application." As a result, for the purpose of the prior art examination the
same treatment is given to references from inside or outside the Member States.
Article 53 excludes from patentability inventions contrary to "ordre public" and morality, and also plant
or animal varieties or essentially biological processes for the production of plants or animals. It is important to
note that the European Patent Office has spoken definitively as to the application of Article 53(b) to plant122 
,2innovation,1 ruling that a patent shall be denied "if the claimed subject-matter is directed to plant varieties." 3
The website of the European Patent Office explains the steps for filing a European patent application.12 4
The so-called phase 1 starts with the actual filing of the application, which can be made at the EPO office in
Munich, The Hague, or Berlin, or at national patent offices of the members. Applicants have a 12-month period
after the filing date to claim for the same invention the date of a previous national filing (priority date), or vice
114 See generally Woods, supra n. 103.
"' Adelman, supra n. 87, at 119.
116 European Patent Office (EPO), EPO Member States <http://www.european-patent-office.org./epo/members.
htm#contracting states> (last updated Sept. 25, 2003).
117 EPO, European Patent Convention, art. 63(1) <http://www.european-patent-office.org./legal/epc/e/ar63.html#A63>
(last updated May 2003).
"1 Id. at art. 52(1) <http://www.european-patent-office.org./legal/epc/e/ar52.html#A52> (last updated May 2003).
19 Id. at art. 54 <http://www.european-patent-office.org./legal/epc/e/ar54.html#A54> (last updated May 2003).120 Id. at art. 56 <http://www.european-patent-office.org./legal/epc/e/ar56.html#A56> (last updated May 2003).
121 Id. at art. 57 <http://www.european-patent-office.org./legal/epc/e/ar57.html#A57> (last updated May 2003).
122 Mark D. Janis, Sustainable Agriculture, Patent Rights, and Plant Innovation, 9 Ind. J. Global Leg. Stud. 91, 101(2001).
123 G 01/98, Novartis LI/Transgenic Plant, [2000] E.P.O.R. 303, 319.
124 See EPO, Tool Box for Applicants <http://www.european-patent-office.org> (accessed Nov. 5, 2003).
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versa. Subsequently, the application is published 18 months after the first filing date. The search report is
published with the application, or later on, opening the six-month period in which the applicants have to decide
(if it is the case) to proceed with the analysis by requesting substantive examination.
The next phase includes the substantive examination of the patent, according to Article 52(1) criteria:
novelty, inventive step and susceptibility of industrial application. Once the European patent is granted, it is
transferred to the Member States, where it will receive the same legal protection of a national patent. The
website also informs that the average time to obtain a patent is 44 months. Phase 3 consists of a nine-month
period subsequent to the date of grant, within which any third party may oppose to the grant of the patent.
IV. THE INTERACTION OF THE CURRENT INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS REGIME AND THE PROTECTION OF
TRADITIONAL BIODIVERSITY-RELATED KNOWLEDGE
A. Traditional knowledge vs. intellectual property rights
Even if we simply make use of our intuition, without having to turn to all of the definitions previously
presented, the idea is that knowledge of indigenous peoples and traditional communities evokes some almost
magical aspects, but mainly the sense of an ancient wisdom, transmitted among generations within the same
community. This very first impression, although incomplete, gives us in some dimension the notion of the
fragility of traditional knowledge, especially in comparison with all the forms of documentation and means to
spread information available nowadays.
In the globalization scenario, with a high degree of trade among countries with a variety of legal
systems, some conflicts of interest appear as each nation struggles to protect what it considers to be most
relevant. For this and for other reasons this field of law is still "under construction." However, it is worth
mentioning that some areas of the human knowledge and heritage deserve special protection and traditional
knowledge is among them, not only by its ancient and endangered character but also by the fragility of its
holder's legal situation.
From all the definitions seen so far, we can say that traditional knowledge signifies information that is
typically orally transmitted through generations, shared by a specific community, though sometimes it can be
held only by special members of the community, and generated in a traditional context, associated with the
group's culture. These characteristics, however, make traditional knowledge unsusceptible of protection through
the classical patent system. Suppose we are dealing with a process to prepare a medicine that heals infections,
long used by a traditional community somewhere in Africa, consisting of an infusion of seeds and leaves of
native plants. Would that process be patentable?
At first glance, the answer is affirmative. But through a deeper analysis, we realize that a patent
protection would not be available for this kind of invention. First, the invention is not dated, so it is not possible
to determine a critical date. As it would have been used for a long period of time, it would lack novelty. Also,
the inventor is not determined, since it is knowledge that belongs to the whole community. Patents are granted
to individuals, or a small group of them, not to an undetermined group of people.
On the same situation, now suppose that a scientist visiting the community observes the successful use
of the combination of plants. Back home he adapts the process to modem pharmaceutical technology and puts
it in a marketable form. With these steps he would certainly be entitled to a patent in the United States.' 2 5 As
previously mentioned, according to the United States patent statute, a reference from a foreign country only bars
the granting of a patent if the invention has been patented or described in a printed publication.' 26 Inside the
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U.S. it is enough that the invention be "known or used by others." 2 7 In contrast, the European system gives a
broader treatment to the prior art search, since it comprises "everything made available to the public by means
of a written or oral description, by use, or in any other way," 28 without distinguishing the national origin of the
reference.
Back to our hypothetical situation, the community holder of the traditional knowledge, as usual, has
neither a description in a printed publication nor a patent of the healing process. Thus, the scientist would not
be barred from obtaining a US patent.
As Posey and Dutfield mention,129 after isolating the active principle in a plant, a pharmaceutical
company can modify it, making a more stable or less toxic substance, to which a U.S. patent would be readily
available. Even considering that the company added some value to the traditional knowledge, increasing the
marketing possibilities of the product, at the end it would become the owner of all the profits, by appropriation
of the part that was produced by the traditional knowledge holder community. This behavior certainly raises
moral issues, since it promotes an unfair enrichment to the detriment of the indigenous people.
1. The territorial dichotomy in 35 US.C § 102 (b)
The territorial dichotomy of the prior art search in 35 U.S.C. § 102(b) deserves some criticism,
especially due to its unjustified discriminatory character. The United States, as a signatory of the TRIPS
Agreement, is bound by the "national treatment" principle, 30 which says that "each Member shall accord to the
nationals of other Members treatment no less favourable than that it accords to its own nationals with regard to
the protection of intellectual property." Even though the U.S. does not discriminate against foreign citizens
when they apply for a patent in the U.S., the different treatment between national and international prior art
search harms the interests of other Members of TRIPS nationals "with regard to the protection of intellectual
property."' 3 ' Whenever an indigenous community has a piece of her traditional knowledge appropriated by the
granting of an illegitimate patent in the U.S. due to an inadequate prior art search, the rights of other Members'
nationals are being harmed, exclusively due to the fact that they live outside the U.S. A simple test can be
applied to prove that, if the same traditional knowledge were part of the culture of an indigenous group living in
the U.S., the patent would be barred on the grounds that the subject matter of the patent was "known or used by
others in this country,"' 32 with no consideration to whether or not it was previously described in a printed
publication.
In light of the referred principle, the U.S. law should not distinguish between foreign and national prior
art, mainly if we consider that the TRIPS agreement has among its objectives "the need to promote effective
and adequate protection of intellectual property rights and to ensure that measures and procedures to enforce
intellectual property rights do not themselves become barriers to legitimate trade." 3 3
Perhaps at the time the Patent Statute was enacted in 1952, this difference made sense due to the obvious
127 Id.
'2' EPO, European Patent Convention art. 54(2) <http://www.european-patent-office.org./legal/epc/e/ar54. html#A54>
(last updated May 2003).
' Darrell A. Posey & Graham Dutfield, Beyond Intellectual Property: Toward Traditional Resource Rights for
Indigenous Peoples and Local Coniniunities 79 (Intl. Dev. Research Centre 1996).
130 TRIPS Agreement, supra n. 86, art. 3 <http://www.wto.org/english/docs_e/legal e/27-trips.pdf> (accessed Oct. 22,
2003).
131 Id.
132 35 U.S.C. § 102(b).
1 TRIPS Agreement, supra n. 86, Preamble <http://www.wto.org/english/docse/legal e/27-trips.pdf> (accessed Nov. 5,
2003).
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difficulties of conducting a prior art search in the whole world. At that time it would be difficult, and
sometimes impossible, to learn about unpublished inventions overseas. Today, however, in a time when through
the internet one can have access to information resources worldwide, the statutory provision in Section 102(b)
seems not only outdated, but rather discriminatory and overprotective.
The territorial dichotomy is also arguably unconstitutional due to its conflict with the intellectual
property clause. As Margo Bagley points out,
[T]he Intellectual Property Clause of the Constitution only authorizes Congress to secure
exclusive rights to inventors for the purpose of advancing the progress of the useful arts. 'The
[Intellectual Property Clause] itself reflects a balance between the need to encourage innovation
and the avoidance of monopolies which stifle competition without any concomitant advance in
the "Progress of Science and useful Arts."' To the extent 102's geographical limitation allows for
the reward of patent rights without the requisite concomitant advance in the useful arts, it is
unconstitutional."
Under the United States' patent law,13 5 a person cannot obtain a patent if "he did not himself invent the
subject matter sought to be patented," or using a process called "derivation." However, as above mentioned,
normally the patentees submit the substance or substances to a pharmaceutical process and claim the invention
of the process, avoiding the charge of derivation.
Some inventors that use biodiversity-related traditional knowledge simply suppress from the prior art
references the origin of the plant or do it vaguely, so that it would be impossible for the patent examiner to
detect the lack of novelty or the derivation. The most cited example of that practice is the patent of the
"Ayahuasca," 36 a plant used by South-American Indians in their sacred rituals. In the patent application, the
inventor claimed "the new and unique Banisteriopsis caapi plant substantially as described and illustrated." 3 7
In the description of the "invention" he affirmed that the "plant was discovered growing in a domestic garden in
the Amazon rain-forest of South America."'3
However, the ayahuasca has been used by generations of indigenous peoples in the Amazon rainforest
and is a part of a special ritual that, according to their traditions, can only be administered by a shaman that
prepares a ceremonial drink, called "yag6."' 3 9 The Indians felt outraged by the commercial exploitation of their
sacred heritage, and a request for reexamination of the patent was filed at the USPTO by the Center for
International Environmental Law (CIEL) on behalf of the Coordinating Body of Indigenous Organizations of
the Amazon Basin (COICA) and the Coalition for Amazonian Peoples and Their Environment (Amazon
Coalition).140 The USPTO granted the request for reexamination, agreeing that it raised "substantial new
questions of patentability," since previous publications already described the plant, but later reconsidered the
decision and reinstated the patent.141
" Margo A. Bagley, Patently Unconstitutional: The Geographical Limitation on Prior Art in a Siall World, 87 Minn. L.
Rev. 679, 741 (2003).
"5 35 U.S.C. § 102(f).
36 See supra n. 11.
137 U.S. Plant Patent No. 5,751.
138 Id.
3 Request for examination on U.S. Patent No. 5,751 <http://www.ciel.org/Publications/
ReexaminationoflSPlantPatent575 1.pdf> (accessed Nov. 5, 2003).
14 id.
'4 Glen Wiser, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office Reinstates Ayahuasca Patent <http://www.ciel.org/Publications/
PTODecisionAnalysis.pdf> (accessed Nov. 5, 2003).
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The neem patents are also examples of how much the territorial dichotomy adopted in the U.S. can
result in granting patents related to knowledge that is already part of the public knowledge overseas. The neem
tree (Azarichdita indica) has been used in India over the centuries, as a biopesticide and medicine,14 2 widely
used both in rural and urban areas even as a cure for chicken pox.14 3 In the early 1990's the U.S.P.T.0 granted
patents of neem pesticides to a U.S. based multinational (Grace), causing a commotion among India's
nationals.144 The patent was challenged by activistS 4 5 and by the Indian government, but the patent was held
valid over the evidence presented, which is statutorily limited to prior patents or printed publications.14 7 The
same company (through its owner W. R. Grace) applied for a European patent, which was granted.' 48 However,
it had a different fate when challenged before the European Patent Office, which accepted as evidence, in
addition to printed publications, affidavits by researches attesting the public use prior to the filling date, and
revoked the patent for lack of novelty, in view of the prior public use. 149 It is important to stress that the
assessment of novelty according to article 54(2) of the Munich Convention comprises "everything made
available to the public by means of a written or oral description, by use, or in any other way, before the date of
filing of the European patent application."
2. Other relevant issues
Another relevant issue can be extracted from the above cited Ayahuasca patent controversy. The
Indigenous peoples that used the plant in sacred rituals felt deeply insulted with the granting of the patent, since
the plant had a strong religious value for them. From the standpoint of holders of the traditional knowledge,
they felt that they should be entitled to participate in the process of disclosing that knowledge and even to
prohibit third parties from doing so in cases in which such disclosure can be offensive to their beliefs. Both the
Costa Rican' 5 and the Brazilian' 5 ' statutes entitle the Indigenous peoples and local communities to refuse third
parties' access to their traditional knowledge, as an instrument to preserve and respect these peoples' traditions.
In December of 2001 a group of Brazilian Indigenous representatives attended a meeting in Sao Luis,
Brazil, to discuss intellectual property and indigenous knowledge. The meeting resulted in a document called
"Sho Luis do Maranhio's Letter" (Carta de SAo Luis do Maranhio),'5 2 in which, among various proposals, the
signatories expressed their willingness to have the right to refuse third parties' access to their traditional
knowledge recognized.
An Australian court recognized the right of an Aboriginal Community to keep the secrecy of their
knowledge. In Foster v. Mountford5 3 the Supreme Court of the Northern Territory of Australia decided to
prohibit the sale of a book written by a famous anthropologist, which contained confidential information about
the sacred rituals of the Pitjantjatjara people.' 54 The public knowledge of the ritual was considered to
142 Shiva, supra n. 102, at 68.
143 Srividhya Ragavan, Protection of Traditional Knowledge, 2 Minn. Intell. Prop. Rev. 1, 11 (2001).
'44 Bagley, supra n. 134, at 681.
I45 id.
146 Ragavan, supra n. 143, at I1.
147 Bagley, supra n. 134, at 681.
I48 id.
149 Id. at 682.
so Dutfield, supra n. 13, at 113.
'5' Medida Provisoria, supra n. 49, art. 9, II(a)-(b) <http://www.planalto.gov.br> (clic on "legislaqdo") (accessed Nov. 1,
2003).
112 See supra n. 1.
15 Foster v. Mountford (1976), 14 ALR 71, 29 FLR 233.
154 Id. at 73.
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"undermine the social and religious stability" of the community, since it was not supposed to be known by
women, children and uninitiated men. 5 5 The court also considered that the revelation of the ritual was a breach
of confidence, once the author was well aware of the confidential character of the information.156
An additional difficulty that requires consideration is the high expenses involved in a patent prosecution.
Even if a traditional community decides to apply for a patent, which can be effectively done in some cases (e.g.
when the process is known by only one member of the community and the novelty requirement can be
fulfilled),17 the costs are generally not within the financial possibilities of these peoples,158 most of whom live
only by what they obtain directly from nature. Since their accessibility to information means is limited, they
may never be informed about the granting of patents based on traditional knowledge illegally employed.
It is worth recalling that until 1999, with the American Inventors Protection Act, patent applications
remained secret in the United States, making the tracking of any attempt in this regard very difficult. From that
date on, the USPTO has to publish certain pending patent applications after the expiration of 18 months from
the early filing day.159 However, if the applicant certifies that he will not apply for the same patent anywhere
else in the world, then the application remains unpublished until the date of issuance.' 60
Even though a part of the indigenous knowledge is meant to be known only by some of its members' 6 '
or shared among them and kept secret from outsiders,16 2 it is part of the indigenous tradition to share their
knowledge, so in this sense, the use of instruments for intellectual property rights protection would go against
their very own beliefs and traditions.164
From what we have seen so far, many aspects have to be taken into consideration before doing a mere
application of the western intellectual property rights system to the indigenous and traditional knowledge. Their
culture and their traditions have to be carefully evaluated and deeply respected, and their participation in the
process is an essential requirement. Definitely this is not a task to be undertaken exclusively by attorneys and
lawmakers.
B. Reconciling the Differences
A good aspect of dealing with such a highly controversial subject as the present one is the fact that one
can also find a variety of different contributions to the problem. That ranges from those who strongly criticize
the intellectual property rights system to those who seek to adapt the existing forms of intellectual property
protection to traditional knowledge, or, as some argue, both sides of the debate raise moralistic issues.16 6
However, dealing with the problem requires both adapting the classical solutions to the peculiarities of the
situation, and the use of new approaches. Some solution requires changes in international treaties, such as the
TRIPS agreement, and also in the national legislation of TRIPS' Member States.
155 Posey, supra n. 129, at 47.
56 id.
11 7 Id. at 79.
"' See generally Woods, supra n. 103, at 131.
'59 Adelman, supra n. 87, at 601.
1 Id.
16' Greaves, supra n. 14, at 29.
162 Id.
163 Posey & Dutfield, supra n. 129, at 79.
164 Shiva, supra n. 102, at 68.
165 Id. at 77; see Surendra Patel, Can the Intellectual Property Rights System Serve the Interests of Indigenous
Knowledge?, in Valuing Local Knowledge 305 (Stephen B. Brush et al. eds., 1996).
166 David Downes, How Intellectual Property Could be a Tool to Protect Traditional Knowledge, 25 Colum. J. Envtl. L.
253, 261 (2000).
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However, as with many other issues in the international scene, the interests of the parties involved are
different. In spite of that, there is room for negotiation. Although the developing countries are the primary
beneficiaries from the recognition of traditional peoples' rights, the maintenance and respect for the intellectual
property rights system is a common concern. It is not in the best interest of any country to have its companies
accused of committing "biopiracy," by profiting from traditional knowledge illegally or, when collected in
countries with no legislation, immorally obtained from indigenous peoples. This is especially true when
considering that the developed countries are the most interested in the enforcement of intellectual property
rights throughout the world, as the owners of the absolute majority of patents.
The latest statistic available at the WIPO website, from the year 2000, contains numbers that show that
the international intellectual property rights system serves the developed countries disproportionately more than
the developing countries.'6 In that year, only in the United States and Japan was the number of patent
applications filed by residents higher than those filed by non-residents.' 68 At the European Patent Office, the
number of patent applications filed by non-residents was approximately 30 percent higher than those filed by
residents. In developing countries, however, the differences are astonishing:
COUNTRY RESIDENTS NON-RESIDENTS
BRAZIL 41 64,695





As we can see, these countries have national laws and patent offices that serve primarily foreigners
rather than their own residents. They are pushed to enforce a system that is not entirely adapted to their needs
and interests,170 especially in what relates to pharmaceutical products. '7  The purpose of presenting the
numbers above is to show that the system is unbalanced and disadvantageous to developing countries. Any
effort made towards the valuing of traditional knowledge would bring more fairness to the balance. Graham
Dutfield uses a very appropriate expression to describe the necessity to reconcile the differences in this matter:
"bridging the gaps." He uses the expression as he addresses the ways to harmonize the objectives of the CBD
and the requirements of the TRIPS.
Many ingenious proposals have already been made: some departing from the legal framework that
already exists, and others that will require significant changes in international agreements and statutes.
However, these proposals have to surpass the theoretical stage, so that the whole world can profit from the
planet's biodiversity, without detriment to any of the parts involved. It requires initiatives towards "bridging the
gaps."
167 WIPO, Patents/Brevets, Document IP/STAT/2000/B <http://www.wipo.org/ipstats/en/publications/b/
2000/pdf/pattabl.pdf> (accessed Nov. 5, 2003).
"" Id. U.S. residents filed 175,582 patent applications in the U.S., and non-residents filed 156,191. Japan residents filed
388,879 in the country, and non-residents filed 97,325.
'69 Id. 61,637 residents in EPO members filed patent applications at the EPO, and 81,437 non-residents.
o Patel, supra n. 165, at 313-14.
' Woods, supra n. 103, at 127-28.
112 Dutfield, supra n. 13, at 75.
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V. ANALYSIS OF SOME OF THE PROPOSALS FOR THE Sui GENERIS SYSTEM
The CBD, as stated before, contains the most relevant section on international law relative to the
protection of the traditional peoples' biodiversity-related rights. Article 8(j) of the CBD says that parties shall
respect, preserve and maintain knowledge, innovations and practices of indigenous and local
communities embodying traditional lifestyles relevant for the conservation and sustainable use of
biological diversity and promote their wider application with the approval and involvement of
the holders of such knowledge, innovations and practices, and encourage the equitable sharing of
the benefits arising from the utilization of such knowledge, innovations and practices.
The article is very rich in content, and prescribes a set of obligations to the signatory States: (a) respect,
preserve and maintain knowledge, innovations and practices of indigenous and local communities embodying
traditional lifestyles relevant for the conservation and sustainable use of biological diversity; (b) promote their
wider application; (c) with the approval and involvement of the holders of such knowledge, innovations and
practices; and (d) encourage the equitable sharing of the benefits arising from the utilization of such knowledge,
innovations and practices.
Under the CBD, the protection of biodiversity-related traditional knowledge includes not only the
recognition of the right to protection, but the promotion of its application, with the previous and informed
consent of the holders, and equitable sharing of the benefits. The signatories should adapt their national laws to
the obligations to which they agreed upon in the Convention. So far not many countries have taken the
necessary measures. In a survey conducted by the WIPO, 47 countries and the European Community were
asked, among other questions, if they had any specific (sui generis) law providing intellectual property
protection for traditional knowledge.17 3 Only five countries-Brazil, Costa Rica, Guatemala, Panama and
Philippines-answered that they had a specific law.17 4 The United States said that the country "does not have
intellectual property laws that provide protection specifically for "traditional knowledge," 75 and also that it "is
not of the view that special intellectual property protection is needed for traditional knowledge."' 76 It is worth
mentioning that so far the United States has not ratified the CBD.
The document goes on to say that "it is important to keep in mind that intellectual property, whether of
an existing or sui generis nature, serves as an incentive for future creative endeavors; by definition, traditional
knowledge needs no incentive for development." The last statement, however, departs from the wrong
premise that traditional knowledge is static, and needs "no incentive for development."' 7 8 This is contrary to the
nature of traditional knowledge, once it is produced in the cultural context of a community and has a dynamic
nature. Still, some communities do need incentives to keep and further develop their traditions, since in many
parts of the world they are constantly being pushed to abandon their traditional lifestyles by a series of reasons
that includes poverty and loss of their territories.
The fact that very few countries have made instruments for the protection of traditional knowledge
available reveals that there is still a lot to be done towards reaching a consensus. However, the first and
necessary step is the harmonization of the CBD's dispositions with Article 27.3(b) of the TRIPS Agreement
173 WIPO, Survey on Existing Forms of Intellectual Property Protection for Traditional Knowledge, Document
WIPO/GRTKF/IC/2/5 <http://www.wipo.int/tk/en/questionnaires/ic-2-5/replies.pdf > (accessed Nov. 5, 2003).
1 Id.
17 Id. at 123.
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which is going to be subsequently addressed.
A. Review of article 27.3(b) of the TRIPS agreement.
Article 27.3(b) of the TRIPS Agreement states that Members may exclude from patentability plants and
animals, but shall provide protection for plant varieties "either by patents or by an effective sui generis system
or by any combination thereof." The article, however, does not require from the patentees any form of
disclosure of the plants geographical origin. In the absence of this requirement, a plant variety illegally
obtained, under violation of a country's sovereign right over the genetic resources in its territory, can be easily
patented in another country.
The World Trade Organization, on the Ministerial Declaration issued at the fourth Conference in Doha,Qatar, instructed the Council for TRIPS to review Article 27.3(b) of the Agreement, in order to harmonize its
dispositions with the Convention on Biological Diversity, especially in what relates to the protection of
traditional knowledge and folklore. 7 9
The Permanent Mission of Brazil at the World Trade Organization presented on behalf of its own
delegation, and of the delegations of China, Cuba, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, India, Pakistan, Thailand,
Venezuela, Zambia and Zimbabwe, a proposal of amendment to the TRIPS Agreement. 80 The proposal
requires that an applicant for a patent relating to biological materials or to traditional knowledge provides, as a
condition to acquire the patent rights:
(i) disclosure of the source and country of origin of the biological resource and of the
traditional knowledge used in the invention;
(ii) evidence of prior informed consent through approval of authorities under the
relevant national regimes; and
(iii) evidence of fair and equitable benefit sharing under the national regime of the
country of origin.181
The proponents contend that, aside from solving a coherence problem between two biding international
agreements, this solution is also the most cost-effective, since it would be internationally accepted and would
prevent expensive and time consuming patent litigations.182 The proposal is still under analysis of the TRIPS
Council.
From the standpoint of the protection of biodiversity-related traditional knowledge, the proposal
provides a high degree of protection. First, the obligation to disclose the source and country of origin of the
biological resource and of the traditional knowledge, very similar to the geographical indications so far confined
to famous wines and food, 8 3 is a very useful tool to preserve the rights of traditional communities. It would
also facilitate the patent examiners searches, diminishing the possibilities of granting irregular patents.
Second, the evidence of having obtained prior informed consent and approval of the provider country
authorities is of extreme importance to the legality of the process, by assuring that the material was not object of
"biopiracy." The obligation of obtaining "prior informed consent" is already part of the Convention on
Biological Diversity. Article 15.3 states that "[A]cess to genetic resources shall be subject to prior informed
'9 See supra n. 30.
"8o World Trade Organization, The Relationship Between the TRIPS Agreement and the Convention on Biological
Diversity and the Protection of Traditional Knowledge, Document IP/C/W/356 <http://docsonline.wto.org/
gensearch.asp/?searchmode=simple> (accessed Nov. 5, 2003).
181 Id.
I2 id.
8 Dutfield, supra n. 13, at 85.
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consent of the contracting party providing such resources . . . " The amendment to TRIPS, however, aims to
make sure that also the community provides the prior informed consent that is going to be subject to the
approval of the country's authorities. It is necessary to prove not only that the community consented to the use
of its traditional knowledge, but also that they have been properly informed on the legal consequences of this
use.
According to Posey and Dutfield,184 the instrument of consent should be made in the local language, and
should disclose the purpose of the activity, the identity of those carrying out the activity and its sponsors, the
benefit, the cost and the disadvantages for the people, possible alternatives and procedures, risks eventually
involved, discoveries made throughout the activity that may affect the consent, destination of the knowledge or
material, its ownership and the rights of the local community once the material is taken outside it, any
commercial interests that the performers of the activity and their sponsors have in the material and the legal
options available to the community in case it refuses to consent. Since the utilization of traditional knowledge
usually involves parties with different cultural backgrounds, the adoption of a fully consensual contractual
clause prevents future litigation and assures that no party prevails over the other.
Last, the proposal includes as a condition to patentability the obligation to prove "fair and equitable
benefit sharing under the national regime of the country of origin," as required by Article 15.7 of the
Convention on Biological Diversity.
Nevertheless, the form and amount of the compensation are a concern. The forms may vary, either on
monetary or non-monetary compensations. Pharmaceutical companies normally agree to compensate through
the payment of royalties, in a variable percentage, according to the stage of the research in which the resource
or traditional knowledge is used.186 Another means to compensate the communities in exchange for their
traditional knowledge is providing some of their basic needs, such as donating equipment and providing
infrastructure development, and also payment for samples provided.' 87  In some instances this can be an
efficient tool for fast improvement of the quality of life in a community, without having to go through the long
period of time spent in the research of a pharmaceutical roduct.
Both the Costa Rican' 88 and the Brazilian' 8 laws on protection of traditional knowledge have
dispositions requiring the prior informed consent and equitable benefit sharing.
B. Databases
The creation of databases for documenting traditional knowledge can be highly beneficial in order to
protect its holders from misappropriation. By gathering traditional knowledge in databases, traditional and
indigenous communities throughout the world "would allow the effective integration of traditional knowledge
documentation into searchable prior art."' 90
Databases are among the instruments for "defensive protection" of the traditional knowledge, which
encompasses all means used by the holders to prevent unauthorized use or acquisition of intellectual property
184 Posey & Dutfield, supra n. 129, at 48.
185 See Francesca Grifo & David Downes, Agreements to Collect Biodiversity for Pharmaceutical Research, in Valuing
Local Knowledge 295 (Stephen B. Brush et al. eds., 1996).
186 Posey & Dutfield, supra n. 129, at 37.
187 Grifo & Downes, supra n. 185, at 296.
18 See supra n. 40.
189 See supra n. 49.
"90 WIPO, Intergovernmental Conmittee on Intellectual Property & Genetic Resources. Traditional Knowledge &
Folklore, Document WIPO/GRTKS/IC/3/6, at 3 <http://www.wipo.org/documents/en/meetings/2002/igc/pdf/
grtkfic3_6.pdf> (accessed Nov. 5, 2003).
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rights based upon their knowledge by third parties.'91 On the other hand, "positive protection" is the term used
to define the instances when the holders of traditional knowledge make use of the available intellectual property
rights, either from the classical or sui generis system.192 Databases can be especially useful for prior art
searches, once it would make available the data as a printed publication in a foreign country, defeating the
granting in the United States of patents based on that same knowledge, according to 35 U.S.C. § 102(b).
Some initiatives have been conducted by non-governmental organizations, such as The Society for
Research and Initiatives for Sustainable Technologies and Institutions (SRISTI) of Ahmedabad, India;193 the
People's Biodiversity Registers program, sponsored by WWF India and coordinated with the Center for
Ecological Sciences of the Indian Institute of Science (IISc); and the Foundation for Revitalization of Local
Health Traditions (FRLHT), from Bangalore, India.194 The WIPO keeps available at its website the access to a
Chinese Traditional Medicine Patents Database, Indian's "Health Heritage Test Database" and "Traditional
Knowledge Digital Library of Ayuverda," as well as to a World Bank's "Indigenous Knowledge Database."1 95
Nuno Carvalho of WIPO' 9 suggested the creation of database rights, based on Article 39.3 of the
TRIPS Agreement, for purposes of control the access and use of the information gathered in the databases. 198
The database rights would provide the "establishment of rights in data, the enforceability of these rights data,
against their use by unauthorized third parties, and the absence of a predetermined protection term." 1 99 Also, the
information disclosed in databases would be considered novel for commercial purposes if "the innovation based
upon it has not yet reached the market." 200
In spite of the positive aspects, some indigenous groups are reluctant to include their traditional
201knowledge in databases. In their view, it makes matters easier for those seeking "to exploit cultural heritage
and to "steal" secret and sacred traditions and knowledge." 202 However, it is a risk worth taking since the
inclusion in databases will make the information readily accessible to patent offices, thereby preventing the
granting of irregular patents and the time-consuming process of trying to revoke them. Another means to avoid
the "theft" of secret traditions is by including them in databases with restricted access, such as those designed to
'9' Graham Dutfield, Protecting Traditional Knowledge and Folklore: A review of progress in diplonacy and policy
formulation, 27 (2003) <http://www.ictsd.org/pubs/ictsdseries/iprs/CSdutfield.pdf> (accessed Nov. 3, 2003).
'92 Id.: see also WIPO, supra n. 190, at 5-6, which suggests that databases can be considered both defensive and positive
protection.
'9' Dutfield, supra n. 13, at 121.
194 Id.
WIPO, Traditional Knowledge and Cultural Expressions, Portal of Online Databases and Registries of Traditional
Knowledge and Genetic Resources <http://www.wipo.int/tk/en/databases /tkportallindex.html> (accessed Nov. 6, 2003).
'9 Graham Dutfield, Protecting Traditional Knowledge: Approaches and Proposals, Bridges Between Trade and
Sustainable Development, Year 7 No. 1, 15 (Jan./Feb. 2003) <htpp://www.ictsd.org/monthly/bridges/BRIDGES7-1.pdf>
(accessed Nov. 7, 2003).
"Article 39.3. Members, when requiring, as a condition of approving the marketing of pharmaceutical or of agricultural
chemical products which utilize new chemical entities, the submission of undisclosed test or other data, the origination of
which involves a considerable effort, shall protect such data against unfair commercial use. In addition, Members shall
protect such data against disclosure, except where necessary to protect the public or unless steps are taken to ensure that
the data are protected against unfair commercial use." <http://www.wto.org/english/docs-e/legale/27-trips.pdf >
(accessed Oct. 22, 2003).
98 See supra n. 196.
99 Id.
20 Id.
20' Databases to Protect Traditional Knowledge?, Indigenous Knowledge Worldwide, Nov./Dec. 2002 special issue IPR,
at 2 <http://wwvw.nuffic.nl/ik-pages/ikwv/2002 I OIKWW.pdf> (accessed Nov. 7, 2003).
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protect information that would qualify as trade secrets.203
C. Community Intellectual Rights
The adoption of community intellectual rights is based on the belief shared by many traditional
communities that their knowledge is collectively owned204 and a product of their interaction with the
environment. This notion opposes the idea of the classical intellectual property rights system, which requires
the invention to be assigned to one individual, or to a small group.
One remarkable aspect in the analysis of community intellectual property rights is that its holders
normally do not seek to exclude others from using the knowledge. Their main concern is to establish benefit-
sharing arrangements in conformity with the collective character of the property. 2 05 In fact, an analysis of the
issue would require the understanding of how the economic system of indigenous societies functions. As James
Scott sustains, indigenous economies are "moral economies" based on reciprocity and the right to subsistence,
and only secondarily on the notion of exchange. 206 These principles, as the core of their values system, would
be reflected on their indifference to accumulation, their commitment to reciprocity, and ceremonial sharing.207
The notion of collective invention related to biological resources can also be based on the common
heritage principle and is said to occur whenever knowledge "is accumulated in a continuous and incremental
20
way" by a group of people.208 Examples of this practice are the free exchange, without concern of proprietary
control, of new varieties of potato among Peruvian peasants in Quechua and maize varieties in Southern
Mexico.209 This collective relationship towards knowledge requires a different approach to the property and use
of the information to which the classic system of intellectual property rights is definitely not suitable. This new
approach was first presented by a group of Indian farmers in 1993, who declared that their knowledge about
their seeds was protected by Sam uhik Gyan Sanad (collective intellectual rights), and that any company that
attempted to use their resources without permission would be "engaging in intellectual piracy."210
The Third World Network, a non-governmental organization, developed a model of community
intellectual rights, under the form of a proposed act. 211 The act defines local community as "a group of people
having a long standing social organization that binds them together whether in a defined area or howsoever
otherwise and shall include indigenous peoples, farmers, and local populations, and shall where appropriate
refer to any organization duly registered under the provisions of this Act to represent their interest." 212 The
proposal grants to the communities the perpetual property of the knowledge and of the innovations derived from
the knowledge.213 Although the notion of "collective intellectual rights" is innovative and can be very useful to
protect traditional knowledge, the terms of the proposal are too broad, especially to the extent of the protection
which would include, perpetually, all the innovations derived from the traditional knowledge.
203 Dutfield, supra n. 13, at 88-89.
20Id. at 118.
205 Daniel J. Gervais, Internationalization of Intellectual Property: New Challenges from the Very Old and the Very New,
12 Fordham Intell. Prop., Media & Ent. L.J. 929, 972 (2002).
206 Stefano Varese, The New Environmentalist Movement of Latin American Indigenous People, in Valuing Local
Knowledge 126 (Stephen B. Brush et al. eds., Island Press 1996).
207 Id.
208 Stephen B. Brush, Is Conunon Heritage Outmoded?, in Valuing Local Knowledge 148 (Stephen B. Brush et al. eds.,
Island Press 1996).
209 Id. at 150.
210 Shiva, supra n. 102, at 80.
21 Dutfield, supra n. 13, at 118.2 1 Id. at 119.
213 id.
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The Philippines is known to have a law that provides protection to community intellectual rights.
Section 32 of The Indigenous Peoples' Rights Act recognizes indigenous peoples' rights over their community
intellectual property, providing that:
Indigenous cultural communities/indigenous peoples have the right to practice and revitalize their own
cultural traditions and customs. The State shall preserve, protect and develop the past, present and
future manifestations of their cultures as well as the right to the restitution of cultural, intellectual,
religious and spiritual property taken without their free and prior informed consent or in violation of
their laws, traditions and customs. 214
The communities are entitled to royalties from incomes derived from any researches conducted within their
territories, and also to make an inventory of the biological resources found in their land (databases), as well as
to the rights related the dissemination of the information.2 15
A more comprehensive act, still under analysis of the Philippine Congress, considers the traditional or
indigenous communities as perpetual owners of their traditional knowledge, and entitled to all benefits arising
form the knowledge and innovations.216 The communities will acquire the right by documenting it in registries,kept by the government.217 The profits arising from the commercial use of the traditional knowledge will be
given to organizations created to represent the communities, and in the absence of such organizations, will be
held in trust by the State. 218
D. Petty Patents
Petty patents, also known as utility models, are very similar to patents, but with less rigorous
requirements. This instrument of intellectual property rights protection presents some distinctive features from
patents, such as a lower standard for the analysis of the "inventive step," a shorter term of protection, and the
absence of an examination, which is replaced by a much simpler process of registration, similar to that of
trademarks. 219
As a less complicated and cheaper process, petty patents are considered by some authors a useful tool to
protect traditional knowledge.220 Kenya is the only country known to have an Industrial Property Bill, passed in
1989, that grants petty patents to herbal and nutritional formulations related to traditional knowledge.22 1
According to the WIPO petty patents are available in a "small but significant" number of countries, including
Argentina, Brazil, China, Costa Rica, France, Germany, Mexico and Russian Federation, just to mention a few.222 Although they are considered useful and easier to obtain than patents, applications for petty patents are very
infrequent.
214 David Daoas, Efforts at Protecting Traditional Knowledge: The Experience of the Philippines, DocumentWIPO/IPTK/RT/99/6A at 9 <http://www.wipo.org/documents/en/meetings/1999/folklore/pdf/tkrt99_6.pdf> (accessedNov. 7, 2003).
211 Id. at 10.
Id. at 12.
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211 Id. at 12-13.
219 Posey & Dutfield, supra n. 129, at 81-82.
220 Id. at 83.
221 Id.
222 WIPO, Where Can Utility Models be Acquired? <http://www.wipo.int/sme/en/ipbusiness/utility models /where.htm>(accessed Nov. 7, 2003).
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E. Trade Secrets
The use of "trade secrets" is also a valuable instrument to protect a specific kind of traditional
knowledge. To be eligible for protection as a trade secret the knowledge has to have a commercial value, and
be shared only by a restricted number of people. This situation is quite frequent in indigenous tribes, where the
shaman (paj6) is the holder of the tribe's knowledge on the therapeutic use of plants.
Dutfield described an experimental project based in Ecuador, designed to enable indigenous
communities to protect their traditional knowledge through trade secrets.223 The communities are encouraged to
deposit their knowledge in a database with restrict access. All data will be further checked, to prevent the
register of knowledge already in public domain. Eventual commercial use of the mentioned trade secrets will
have its profits shared between the government and the community.
On its reply to the survey on traditional knowledge conducted by the WIPO, the United States
government listed trade secrets among the instruments that the U.S. laws provide to protect traditional
knowledge. 22 4 The reply also emphasizes that "although trade secret laws are commonly thought of in the
context of business secrets, they may serve as well to protect traditional knowledge if the holders have sought to
keep it a secret from others."225
VI. STUDY OF CASES
The analysis of actual controversies surrounding the use of biodiversity-related traditional knowledge is
useful as a demonstration that the issue raises real concems, due to the lack of legal instruments for protection
in the majority of the countries. Departing from the problems once faced, the path to the solutions is easily
visualized. The following cases are good examples of the specific topics to be addressed legeferenda.
A. The turmeric plant
One of the most cited cases in the area of traditional knowledge protection is the patenting of the
turmeric plant (Curcuma Longa). Still, many lessons can be extracted from the study and critical observation of
the facts.
In December of 1993 two researches from the Medical Center of the University of Mississippi filed a
patent application (5,401,504) claiming a "method of promoting healing of a wound by administering turmeric
to a patient afflicted with the wound." The USPTO granted the patent in March of 1995. However, the turmeric
plant has been used to heal wounds for generations in India, consisting of a traditional knowledge already in
public domain.
In 1996 the Council of Scientific and Industrial Research of India (CSIR), in response to the great
indignation that the patent provoked throughout India, filled a request for reexamination of the patent, citing 32
references, some of them in ancient Sanskrit. 226 The USPTO, granting the request, rejected all claims of the
patent on the grounds of lack of novelty. There was a subsequent appeal, and in 1998 the USPTO reaffirmed
the rejection of all the claims, considering them anticipated and obvious.
223 Dutfield, supra n. 13, at 88-89.
224 Survey on Existing Forms ofIntellectual Property Protection for Traditional Knowledge, supra n. 173, at 123.
225 Id.
226 R.A. Mashelkar, Intellectual Property Rights and the Third World <http://sustsci.harvard.edu/ists/TWAS_0202/
mashelkarundated.pdf> (accessed Nov. 8, 2003).
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B. The Krah6 people contract
The Krah6s are Indians that inhabit the Tocantins State in Brazil, in an indigenous territory of 320,000
hectares.227 There are approximately 2,000 Krah6s Indians, divided in eighteen tribes. As reported by many
Brazilian and American newspapers,228 in January 2000 a Brazilian University (Universidade Federal de Sao
Paulo) signed a preliminary contract with an association of three out of the eighteen Krah6s tribes, in order to
collect samples of plants associated with their traditional knowledge. The Indians were supposed to help the
researchers obtain the plants in their territory and give them data related to the therapeutic use of the collected
plants. The University would prepare the plants' extract and sell the ones with market potential to
pharmaceutical laboratories. Any medicine discovered would be patented and assigned to the University, the
pharmaceutical laboratory, and the Indigenous Association.
However, the other fifteen tribes of the Krah6 people felt outraged over not having been consulted about
the contract and issued a document complaining about it. The document says that the contract lacks their
previous informed consent and characterizes the unauthorized collection of natural resources on their territory
as a "theft." The Indians demanded an immediate end to the research in their territory and approximately eight
million dollars as recovery for moral damages and bioprospection fees.
The controversy is now being considered by the Brazilian Federal Public Ministry,229 which
preliminarily has detected some irregularities, such as: lack of previous informed consent of all the Krah6s
tribes, lack of previous authorization from the agency in charge of Indigenous matters (FUNAI), lack of
payment of a prospection fee to the tribes, and an absence of a clear definition of the future benefits' sharing.
However, it is important to stress that no accusation of intent to deceive has been made against the University.
A meeting between the tribes, the University, the Indigenous Agency, and the Public Ministry took place
in December 2002, but so far an agreement has not been reached. The material collected is deposited at the
Botanic Garden of Sio Paulo.
VII. EVALUATION OF THE PROPOSALS IN LIGHT OF THE CASES
A. The turmeric plant
1. 35 U.SC. § 102(b)
Reviewing the rejection of the turmeric patent, we find that-although celebrated by some as a "victory"
for developing countries against "biopiracy"-it was nothing more than a case of revocation of a patent
mistakenly granted, protected under the statutory rules that apply to all kinds of patents and not specifically to
biodiversity-related traditional knowledge. Regardless, the case is symbolic and called international attention to
the issue.
The fact that the turmeric powder has been used for centuries in India would not be relevant at all if the
challenger of the patent had not presented a description on a printed publication. According to what was
discussed in part III.A(i), in assessing the novelty requirement, 35 U.S.C. § 102(b) makes a distinction based on
whether the prior art reference is national or international. For a patent to be barred based on a US reference, it
227 Krah6 Amp6 - Site Oficial, Hist6ria, <http://www.kraho.org.br/frameset.html.> (accessed Nov. 8, 2003).228 See supra nn. 6-8.
29 According to Articles 127, 129, and 130 of the Brazilian Federal Constitution, the Federal Public Ministry (AttorneyGeneral's Office) is an institution considered essential to the judiciary system, and is in charge, among others, of the
prosecution of federal crimes, the protection of the public patrimony, and the defense of the rights and interests of the
Indigenous Peoples. Brazil Const arts. 127, 129, 130. See supra n. 5.
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is enough that the invention be "known or used by others," whereas for a reference from a foreign country it is
necessary for the invention to have been patented or described in a printed publication. If the subject matter of
the patent were a plant traditionally used by an indigenous tribe for centuries, but never documented in a printed
publication (a hypothesis not remote at all), the patent would be valid, even being a clear misappropriation of
the tribe's traditional knowledge.
This loophole in the United States law is an incentive for the repetition of patent applications such as the
turmeric one: a legal but unfair practice, which is absolutely not in accordance with the objectives of the patent
system. Since most pharmaceutical products inventors seek to obtain patents in the United States, the effective
protection of traditional knowledge requires the elimination of the dichotomy on the evaluation of international
and national prior art in the United States.
2. Amendments to article 27.3 of the TRIPS Agreement-disclosure of geographical origin, proof of prior
informed consent and benefit sharing
The proposed amendments to Article 27.3 of the TRIPS Agreement would certainly prevent the
repetition of cases such as the turmeric plant patent, almost eliminating the uncertainties that still surround the
protection of traditional knowledge. By obligating those who seek patents on biodiversity-related products or
processes to disclose the geographical origin of the product, to make proof of having obtained the prior
informed consent and guaranteed equitable share of benefits, patent offices throughout the world would be
assuring that no patent be granted to products illegally collected in detriment to other countries sovereignty over
its biological resources, and to the normally economically less favored traditional peoples.
At the time the turmeric powder patent application was filed in 1993, the discussion surrounding the
protection of traditional knowledge was just starting. This probably explains the lax standard applied in
assessing the novelty requirement by the patent examiner, even though the application itself disclosed that
"although it is primarily a dietary agent, turmeric has long been used in India as a traditional medicine for the
treatment of various sprains and inflammatory conditions." 230 The patent of the turmeric powder was definitely
not supposed to have ever been granted, but those who challenged it served as "whistle-blowers," alerting to the
potential dangers of the practice.
3. Databases, Trade Secrets and Petty Patents
The availability of traditional knowledge on databases has to be regarded as a priority by governments
seeking to protect their indigenous and traditional peoples, since it would make the information easily
accessible to prior art searches, increasing considerably the degree of protection from misappropriation.
The USPTO on its Manual of Patent Examining Procedures 2 requires the disclosure of any relevant
database that can be searched for a particular aspect of the invention.232 Any inventor that, being aware of a
specific traditional knowledge available in a database, does not inform it properly to the USPTO breaks the duty
of disclosure, what is considered to be inequitable conduct. It would be up to the countries interested in the
protection of their traditional peoples' knowledge to make available databases, and also to facilitate the access
of traditional communities to this resource. It is certainly not an easy task, since it would require extensive
research among the holders of the traditional knowledge, as well as to register the results, and to keep the
230 U.S. Patent No 5,401,504: see also supra n. 10.
211 U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, Manual of Patent Examining Procedure <http://www.uspto.gov/
web/offices/pac/mpep/index.html> (last updated Oct. 31, 2002).
2 Id. at 704.10; 37 CFR § 1.105(a)(1)(i) (2003).
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databases updated. It is relevant that foreign information made available through computerized databases is
said to satisfy the "printed publication" requirement from Section 102(b), since it is widely disseminated and
readily accessible to the public, as the American courts interpret the statute. 233 As to any information or
tradition that the indigenous community wishes to prevent others from knowing, the protection can be made
through restricted access databases.
Trade secrets can be used in the case of a traditional knowledge with potential commercial value and
known by a restricted group of people, normally the shaman or other individual with similar status in the
group.234 A considerable amount of indigenous peoples' knowledge is conceivably susceptible of protection as
trade secrets.235 Petty patents are also available in some countries, as mentioned in part IV.D, but they are
rarely used. However, neither of these two instruments of intellectual property rights protection would be
available in the case of the turmeric patent, since it is related to knowledge already in public domain.
B. The Kraho people contract
1. Contracts and covenants
The case of the Krah6 people contract is a good example of how "good intentions" are not enough when
one is requesting consent and making contracts involving the use of traditional knowledge. The researchers
contacted with only part of the indigenous community and did not obtain prior consent of the specific agency in
charge of indigenous matters. Also, prospecting fees were not properly paid and the contract was not clear on
benefit sharing. With all these problems, what could have become an advantageous opportunity-both for the
indigenous community and the researchers-turned into a misunderstanding that was news throughout the
world.
In such cases it is extremely important to count on the assistance of anthropologists, as well as attorneys,
so that the party who is performing the collection of biological material can be sure that they are signing a valid
contract with all the parties that should be involved. Clear and detailed contracts on benefit sharing are
essential for the protection of the provider community, but they also demonstrate that those carrying the
bioprospection activity are acting with good intent, giving credibility to the contract.
A non-governmental organization named The Global Coalition for Biocultural Diversity has developed a
model called "Covenant on Intellectual, Cultural and Scientific Resources," which is intended to guide parties
in contracts involving traditional knowledge in order to achieve an ethical and equitable association.236
Essential elements include the establishment of immediate benefits, such as a legal trust fund for the local
community, an independent monitor to evaluate the agreement, prior informed consent, full disclosure and joint
planning, concern for the biological and social environment, and compensation and profit sharing.237
2. Community Intellectual Rights
The controversy involving the Krah6 contract also provides an opportunity to analyze how useful it
would be for an indigenous community to have their traditional knowledge protected by community intellectual
rights. First, it would be necessary to make an inventory of the traditions that are going to be registered. This
233 Ctr. for Intl. Envtl. Law, Comments on knproving Identification of Prior Art, at Comment 20 <http://www.uspto.gov/
web/offices/com/hearings/priorart/comments2.doc> (accessed Nov. 8, 2003).
234 Posey & Dutfield, supra n. 129, at 88.
23s Id.
236 Id. at 73.2 Id. at 73-74.
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could be done with support of governmental agencies, or other actors non-interested in future contracts, like
indigenous associations, universities, or non-governmental organizations committed to the defense of
indigenous rights or the environment. 238
Upon the registration, the community, represented by an association, or by a governmental agency,
would be entitled to royalties from benefits derived from the use of their traditional knowledge. The profits
would be used to increase the living conditions of the community as, for instance, the acquisition of equipment
or construction of schools, health care facilities, etc. Community Intellectual Rights seems to be the most
suitable kind of protection for indigenous traditions, since it embraces the concept of collective property that is
intrinsic to the traditional knowledge. However, its implementation has to be made by the national laws of the
interested countries, as in the example of the Philippines.
VIII. CONCLUSION
Despite the contradictions observed between the Intellectual Property Rights system and the protection
of traditional knowledge, especially under the Convention on Biological Diversity, some degree of
harmonization is possible and will become a powerful tool for the traditional communities. If not entirely
suitable, some instruments of the intellectual property rights system can be adapted to meet the specific features
of traditional knowledge. When dealing with the issue, one has to keep in mind that part of this knowledge has a
strong value to the communities that hold it. A deep respect for the cultural aspects involved-although
sometimes incomprehensible to western culture-is required. Above all, it is necessary to listen to the
traditional and indigenous communities' concerns and opinions, particularly by giving them representation in
local and national organizations where the debate on protection of biological diversity and traditional
knowledge protection is going on.
In the document named "Sho Luis do Maranhio's Letter," signed by Brazilian Indigenous leaders in
December 6, 2001, the indigenous communities argued for the adoption of a sui generis system, proposing that
the recognition of their traditional forms of organization as well as the collective nature of their knowledge,
their right to deny access to their traditional knowledge to third parties, the adoption of the principles of
previous informed consent and equitable benefit sharing, and the creation of databases and registers, would
serve as a means to guarantee their rights.
It is about time for them to be heard.
238 In the case of the Krah6s the inventory was made by a university which, however, was interested in a future agreement
with a pharmaceutical laboratory. When later on part of the community complained for having been excluded of the
contract, some of them expressed their suspicion about the destiny given to the material collected. See supra n. 5.
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